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About This Game

The Lords of The Earth Flame is a novel game created in the best traditions of interactive fiction and text-based role-playing.
Non-linear structure, rich text core, and the “analog” feel of times past are certain to provide unforgettable gaming experience

for hours on end.

This attempt to revisit the unduly forgotten genre is a curious challenge and possibly the first step toward a full-scale rebirth of
non-linear text-based quests. In the developers' enthusiastic view, modern graphics technology and friendly interface may help

interactive fiction spring to a new life and find a well-deserved niche of its own on the modern gaming market.

Plot

The game's events take place in a fantasy universe closely resembling the Late Middle Ages. Take up the role of a guide to a
trade caravan that—by a twist of fate—finds itself in a mountain cave. Your efforts to get out lead you to mysterious ruins,

entering which may result in losing more than just your life…

Game features:

- atmospheric parchment-scroll interface;
- intricate non-linear plot;
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- mood-setting soundtrack;
- replay value;

- more than 5 different endings.
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Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Rhino Games
Publisher:
Rhino Games
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2016
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Mixed feelings about this game that LOOKS casual but is anything but.

Pro:

- Good looks
- Plays nicely. No complaints on the UI.

Con:
- This game is NOT a casual game even though it looks like it. Difficulty is surprisingly high and you must employ all the tricks
you know on how to extend those combos. It is not unusual to decide the end result on the very last card using everything you
got. Wild cards are really important in this game.
- Replaying hands because thats what it will eventually go to. RInse and repeat.

Now i like Legends of Solitaire and Faerie Solitaire in which i could beat all challenges relatively easily but this game is much
harder. The Casual element is gone - this is some serious work if you want to get ahead in this game once you start getting closer
to half-way on the map and i am not sure i like this design - conversely f you turn it around some people will think this is the
best game precisely because it challenges you.

So pick which one you like, casual entertainment or a more serious solitaire challenge and buy accordingly.. All you need is to
focus and being creative.. I like the concept of the game but it lacking in lots of areas and tutorial is a joke. Received a copy
from the developer.

Very fun game, mixture of arcade action and rpg elements. Great Linux support.. Great Game! I played this for about an hour
and a half until I beat it.

Good Things
-Really simple controls
-Very good price to quality comparison
-Great artwork and music

Critisisms
-A LOT of backtracking
-Can be confusing at times
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Suggestions
-Add customizable controls (would love to use wasd as controls)
-Make it so that esc doesn't leave the game (Maybe use a "Do you want to quit" message)

Overall a great game! Good Job!
. Really fun, more fun than I thought it would be.. Just about 30 minutes in and already having a great time.

The game is obviously inspired by Capcom's "SonSon" and plays like a manic version of that game. Similarities: controls make
your character move left, right, jump, and drop, and firing can only be done forwards or backwards, stationary or during
movement. There are three planes along which you can travel, and enemies may come either along those lanes (from either side)
or may fly independent of them.

Notable additions include a number of unlockable characters that feel like (and, in one case, literally is) Nuclear Throne
characters, different strengths\/weaknesses, different guns, and a different active\/passive unique ability. There is a cumulative
score based unlock system, which means even if you aren't good, you'll start getting new characters quickly. Finally, coins
collected in game allow you to unlock items which essentially function as perks, giving new or improved abilities, or one time
bonuses (like refilling life).

I don't know how much content the game has - I haven't yet reached the first REAL boss (there are a number of short miniboss
waves), but the game so far is cute, fun, more than a little twitchy, and definitely scratches my "one more time" itch. I suspect
I'll be playing it for a good long while to come.. Game introduced the rewind time mechanic but the bridge that fell didn't come
back and I couldn't progress. This is less than 5 min into the game. Also horribly opitimized with a 3-5 minute initial load screen
before even getting to the main menu. Takes less time to refund the game which I'll be doing, sadly. The art is appealing and the
concept interesting but utterly wasted with shoddy programming.
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Cointains 4 Soundtracks (24th Jan. 2017)
No Shopkeeper Vocals included! Now it is in. ;)

3 Tracks for each level in Zone 5 and the new Boss!

I assume that more Zones and Tracks are following and DannyB won't disappoint. :D. Honestly the best game going, if you
disagree you shouldn't be allowed to play video games. Pure genius, I wish all games were masterpieces like this one.. Hard to
learn in the beginning if you are an idealist, but when you 're 'in it' then you can't stop! Like the pieces of history, possible to
bend;-) Enjoy ;-). This is a really fun puzzle platformer that's all about controlling gravity. The physics are nice and smooth, the
art is neat, and the soundtrack is great.. A great Strategy of Tower Defense with great challenges. I have loved it!. still have
bugs, otherwise was great.. Oh my goodness. This game is extremely difficult. Have you played Plants VS Zombies before?
Now imagine playing a game similiar to Plants VS Zombies except it's A LOT more difficult. If you make one tiny mistake, you
will lose the round. If you have a golf ball sized brain or muscle spasms, do NOT play this game.. I was quite suprised by how
detailed and fun this game is.

The combat was fun and despite what people are saying the enimies dont have too much hp

The managment system is very detailed and indepth as was the questing system (my fraveroute part :) ).

The only gripe I have with this game is theres no sandbox free mode so you dont have to vs other agencies :). feels like a game
that was never finished but released. gave me a headache in 5 minutes. just left click, right click. hard to see what to click.
movies are in latin? so you have to read subs, but movies go by super fast. you actually miss whats going on, in the flash that
your reading subs. over....bad bad bad
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